
F i o n a  D r a k e

Limitless 
1:1 bespoke private

coaching programme
The woman I work with is a badass. She is a talented business owner
enjoying reasonable success. She is outwardly bossing it. BUT there is
something niggling. She is losing confidence and self belief of late. Losing
sight of who she really is. She knows she could be earning more, landing
more business, owning her voice, stepping further into her power,
sharing her story and making more of an impact. Deep down she knows
she could be feeling more joy, experiencing more freedom and
connecting with herself. Feeling 'more alive'.

Whispers of 'I'm not good enough' are flooding in and she is experiencing
self sabotage and imposter syndrome. Always up against the clock,
balancing her business, family, health, home, social life and romantic
relationships. 

She knows there is more success, more money, more balance, more love
and more freedom available. And right now, she knows she has to
commit to personal development and transformation, otherwise nothing
will change.

Does this sound like you? If so, fear not. You are not on your own.

I help female business owners,
entrepreneurs and leaders get
VISIBLE, OWN their STORY,

create LIMITLESS success and
take QUANTUM leaps in their
personal & professional life!

MINDSET COACH
INTERNATIONAL SPEAKER 

NETWORKING PRO



6 month to TRANSFORMATION
12 1:1 weekly elite transformational coaching calls, followed by 6 1:1 two weekly
transformational calls delivered personally by me, fully supported throughout.
Completely bespoke to you and your needs. We get clear on where you have handed
your power over to limiting beliefs, we establish what you’re committed to, and we
birth your purpose and calling. We gain clarity on your core values and what is in
alignment with you. We go deep. We set clear tangible goals and we
use  subconscious reprogramming techniques to transform your mindset, clear
limiting beliefs, to make way for shifts and breakthrough in the realms of success,
visibility, money, relationships or wherever we need to go for you - to smash through
lies and limitations and start living your best life!

TESTIMONIALS
"I cannot recommend Fiona highly enough, she has quite literally changed my
life!”
"Fiona’s positivity and light is infectious. Her coaching was a life-saver!"
"After working with Fiona, I launched a new company producing a new project
within 6 weeks. I attracted a sponsor for the project in our third week of launch."
"I honestly feel like a very different person, lighter in mind, physically active, a new
business model and I have boundaries in place that have enriched family
relationships more than ever before!"
"Fiona helped me switch from confusion and nearly giving up on my dreams to
having clear actions to follow my dream and my mission!"

Who is this for?
Female business owners, entrepreneurs,
and senior leaders ready for premium
level coaching & transformation. Ready
to take quantum leaps in their personal
and professional life and become CEO of
their world. Ready to find their voice, get
visible, sky rocket their sales and create
limitless success and abundance. 

How does it work?

L I M I T L E S S  B E S P O K E  C O A C H I N G  P R O G R A M M E  

Fiona Drake Limited               www.fionadrake..com               fiona@fionadrake.com

HOW DO I APPLY?
Book in to have your complimentary breakthrough call with me. Let's see if we are a
fit. I work with women who are ready to up-level and are willing and ready to
commit the time, energy and financial resources to receiving premium level
support.  Apply here: https://bit.ly/FionaDrakeCoaching

https://bit.ly/FionaDrakeCoaching

